
Thorvaldsen s Small Silver Head
— A Ruined Tondo Portrait

Among Thorvaldsen s antiques there is a 
small portrait head in silver (figs. 1-6). In 
his catalogue Ludvig Muller writes with 
laconic appositeness that it is “of excellent 
art” .1 It is generally know as ‘Antoninus 
Pius’, an identification to which we shall 
return.

Thorvaldsen left no details as to how he 
built up his collection of works of art and 
antiques. As was not unusual among 
practising artists he bought up antiques 
without bothering too much about the 
petty details of establishing their prove
nance."2 Perhaps the silver head was 
acquired one early Sunday morning on 
the Piazza Montanara, which was then 
situated by the Marcellus theatre.5 Here 
peasants and farmers came with the ob
jects they had unearthed during the 
course of the week. As at the modern flea 
market in the Porta Portese, what they 
had to offer consisted for the most part of 
small objects that could be concealed in a 
pocket. Thorvaldsen is said to have been 
present every time, but in his extensive 
activity as a buyer he also made use of all 
other existing channels to increase his 
collection. Week after week during his 
stay in Rome new additions were made, 
and it is, at any rate, probable that the 
head came to light in Rome itself or in its 
immediate surroundings.

The silver head itself is very small. In 
its present condition its maximum height 
is 6.4 cm., while the face itself measures

3.65 cm. It is not, as was earlier assumed, 
worked in repousse, but cast by the ciré 
perdue method, after which such external 
details as the irises and pupils were 
executed by engraving. There is still a 
remnant of the core in the tip of the nose. 
As is characteristic of this kind of Roman 
work in a precious metal, the amount of 
material used is modest. It weighs 39 gr. 
and is about 1 mm. thick, a contributory 
factor in the loss of most of the crown, the 
hair over the forehead and part of the left 
temple. There are two small holes on the 
right side of the head, one at the temple, 
where hair and beard meet, and one at the 
base of one of the forehead curls. The 
neck is delimited at the bottom by an 
irregular break, which roughly follows the 
hairline at the back.

The metal is rather corroded, and in 
several places, most markedly on the tip 
of the nose, flakes of the original surface 
have peeled off. The condition of the piece 
bears unmistakable witness to it having 
been found in the earth.

The portrait represents a man of about 
40, with regular not yet sharp features 
and well-groomed hair and beard. The 
face is oval, the nose narrow and straight 
apart from a very slight break. The mouth 
with its short lips seems to lack firmness, 
and together with the knitted brows it 
gives the person a faintly worried, watch
ful appearance. The preserved part of the 
neck shows that in relation to the missing
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shoulders the head was turned a little to 
the right and at the same time somewhat 
raised as if the eyes were looking up.

The hair is thick and vigorous, combed 
forward so that it covers the head like a 
cap. It is slightly wavy and ends in a series 
of individually worked curls that circle 
the head like a wreath. The hair half 
covers the ears, and the line of the break 
shows how far down it conceals the fore
head. Through the short, tightly curled 
beard we sense the presence of a rather 
pointed chin.

It is evident that the engraving is much 
more casual at the back of the head, 
where the individual locks are only 
roughly indicated (figs. 2-4). It appears 
that this part of the head was not in
tended to be visible. This together with 
the angle of the neck, which shows that 
the eyes were looking upwards, makes it 
fairly certain that the head was broken off 
a bust, which had been inserted into a 
section of a sphere. This is, then, a tondo 
portrait, and it can be assumed that the 
bust was originally mounted in a shallow 
silver dish or phiale as in fig. 7, which 
shows a portrait phiale, one of the best 
known pieces in the Boscoreale treasure, 
found near Pompeii in 1895 and now, like 
the greater part of the treasure, in the 
Louvre, Paris.4 The grim-looking gentle
man on the Boscoreale phiale had a coun
terpart — presumably his wife — in a 
female bust, which has ended up in Lon
don, and of which the dish has been lost.0 
Several such busts of gods and humans 
have been preserved from Imperial times. 
As a rule they are of a very high technical 
and artistic quality, and the silver is often 
decorated with a partial gilding.

Neither form nor material, to which we 
shall also return, give any a priori help 
towards an identification, except for the

fact that the man represented must have 
been a member of the upper class. As 
mentioned above, the head goes by the 
name of Antoninus Pius, the Roman Em
peror (138-161 A. D.). The name was 
attributed to it in 1940 by Frederik 
Poulsen in a review of the German scholar 
Max Wegner’s great work on the portraits 
of the Antonine dynasty, Die Herrscher- 
bildmsse in antoninischer Zeit.0

Scholars working with portraits have 
perhaps not always been overly cautious 
in their attribution of names to the pieces 
with which they have been concerned, 
and museums have always been anxious 
to possess well-known faces and to fill in 
gaps in their collections. Furthermore, it 
is generally more interesting to be oc
cupied with the physiognomy of a well- 
known historical personage than with 
that of some unknown.

The imperial portraits are well estab
lished up to the close of the Severan 
period. The various portrait types of the 
successive emperors have been firmly de
fined, also in relation to each other, and 
two generations into the third century we 
are still familiar with the appearance of 
each individual ruler. Numismatic evi
dence provides the basis for the identifi
cation of individual images as well as the 
establishment of the iconographic ty
pologies.

Among the portraits of the Roman em
perors, that of Antoninus Pius is one of 
the most stable. We know no portraits of 
him before he became Emperor at the age 
of 51 on Hadrian’s death in 138 A. D. 
With variations and stylistic changes the 
portraits of the following 23 years derive 
from one and the same basic type, evi
dently created on the occasion of his ac
cession to the throne. An examination of 
the coin material confirms that the same
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type of portrait dominates the entire 
period.8

In Thorvaldsen’s coin collection there 
are a number of Antoninus Pius coins, 
among them a beautiful sesterce (figs. 8a- 
b) with a laurel-wreathed portrait of the 
Emperor on its face. The reverse side, 
which depicts the twins, Romulus and 
Remus, being suckled by the wolf, is one 
of a series representing the foundation of 
Rome, which was struck to commemmor- 
ate the 900th anniversary of the city in 
148 A.D 9

When dealing with conjectured imperial 
portraits in precious metal, especially 
miniatures, scholars have often tended to 
be somewhat less stringent than normal 
as regards likeness.10 This may not be 
unreasonable with respect to finds made 
on the borders of the Roman Empire in 
the so-called limes-area, where the army 
often had imperial portraits made by local 
craftsmen after models brought from 
Rome. Thorvaldsen’s silver head must, 
however, derive from a metropolitan Ro
man milieu and is extremely competently, 
not to say splendidly, executed. If it is to 
be accepted as the likeness of an emperor, 
we must be able to demand an absolute 
feature-by-feature concurrence with es
tablished types.

Let us, then, make a fresh start with the 
coin portrait (fig. 8a), which, despite the 
laurel wreath, presents all characteristic 
features. In comparing it with the profile 
picture in fig. 3, we note, first of all, a 
radical difference in hair style. The Em
peror’s beard is somewhat fuller, while 
the hair on his head is far wavier and ends 
at the forehead and temples in great 
unruly involuted curls. Nevertheless, the 
hair does not come as far forward as on 
the silver head. Antoninus’s ears are not 
covered, and it is clear that he has reced

ing temples, an impression that is further 
confirmed by the characteristic sheerness 
of his high forehead. Despite the abun
dance of hair it can be seen that the back 
of his head is flat, while our silver head 
presents a beautifully curved cranium. 
The coin portrait also reveals that An
toninus Pius has remarkably straight eye
brows jutting out above the eyes, while 
those of the silver head are finely arched. 
The coins do not, however, show, that as 
opposed to the silver head the Emperor 
has a broad straight mouth with thin, 
tightly pressed lips. Similarly, there is a 
suggestion of a broad, rectangular face, 
very different from the oval of the silver 
head. A slightly worried expression is all 
that the two men have in common.

With the rejection of its traditional 
identification, the dating of the silver 
head becomes an open question. In order 
to arrive at a new dating we must return 
to the question of imperial portraits, on 
which the dating of private portraits is 
generally based, even though it is far from 
uncommon for the two groups to follow 
different lines. Especially in the 2nd cen
tury there is generally a greater degree of 
realism to be met in private portraits than 
in imperial portraits.11 Certain restraints 
adhere to the portrait of an emperor. It 
may be idealized or starkly, even grossly 
veristic, but first and foremost it is a 
political manifestation. More than being a 
representation of physiognomical charac
teristics, it is an image of the Emperor as 
he wished to be perceived by his sub
jects.12 Once adopted, a role was generally 
maintained throughout an entire reign, 
and only a minority actually saw the Em
peror in the flesh. In several instances we 
know positively that an emperor’s ap
pearance differed from the way in which 
he chose to be represented.15 In both type
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and style private portraits enjoyed greater 
freedom. During the Roman Empire the 
development of style was a far from linear 
process. According to taste and purpose 
both patron and artist could choose freely 
from within a large range of stylistic and 
iconographical models. It is, therefore, a 
constant source of difficulty as regards 
dating that widely different stylistic fea
tures both appear side by side and suc
ceed one another.14

It is, then, for lack of a better principle 
that private portraits are dated on the 
basis of imperial portraits, and it should 
be realised that very rarely will there be 
conclusive evidence in the form of a dated 
inscription or the like.

The hairstyle of the silver head reflects 
the fashion that predominated during 
Trajan’s reign: an abundant growth of 
hair combed forward from the crown of 
the head to cover it like a cap. Towards 
the end of Trajan’s reign and under Had
rian this rigid style becomes increasingly 
vital. The hair becomes wavy, and the 
curls which form a wreath around the 
head are raised. These are stages on the 
way towards the completely untrimmed 
manes of the High Antonine period that 
Marcus Aurelius, among others, dis
played.

Hadrian was the first emperor to wear a 
beard, and there are good grounds for 
seeing this as a symbol of the Greek Re
naissance, of which this emperor has 
come to be regarded as the representative. 
Since the days of the Republic only sol
diers and slaves had worn beards, but 
shortly after 100 A. D. educated and, not 
least, hellenophile Romans began to ac
quire beards. The attitude of contempor
ary society towards the new fashion was 
not without irony as shown in an epigram

attributed to Lucian (Epigr. 45 -  transl. 
W.R.Paton):

If you think that to grow a beard is to 
acquire wisdom,
a goat with a fine beard is at once a 
complete Plato.

During Hadrian’s reign the fashion be
came firmly established and continued 
right up to Emperor Constantine the 
Great.

On Trajan’s Column, which was dedi
cated in 113 A. D., with its reliefs illus
trating Trajan’s victories in Dacia, several 
of the most senior officers wear beards 
and a hairstyle like that of the silver head. 
Others have hair and beards like Hadrian 
while yet others are cleanshaven with 
hairstyles corresponding to those of the 
Flavian emperors or Trajan. If we base 
our dating on the imperial portraits, the 
hair and beard styles with which Trajan’s 
staff officers are represented span almost 
one and a half generations.13

As Thorvaldsen’s head is of metal, we 
are unable to use a criterion that is appli
cable to marble sculptures. Around 130 
A.D. workshops in Rome began to render 
the iris and the pupil plastically, whereas 
they had previously been indicated by 
painting. At that time this change can 
hardly have seemed so radical as it does at

J

the present day, when there are seldom 
any traces of colour left on marble sculp
tures. In metal work, however, paint 
could not be used, and instead the iris and 
pupil were indicated by inlay of other 
material or by engraving, as in the case of 
the silver head (figs. 1,5-6) and the man 
on the Boscoreale phiale (fig. 7). Because 
of this technical detail a superficial ex
amination of the portrait may give an
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erroneous impression that it is later than 
it actually is.

If we are to attempt a dating of our 
object, we must place it in the late-Tra- 
janic/early-Hadrianic period, or, in the 
terminology of Carbon-14, at 118 A.D. ±  
15 years.

There is, then, no exact parallel to its 
hair and beard fashion in the imperial 
portraits. On the other hand, there are 
several private portraits which are close to 
the silver head in style and type, but none 
reveal so much similarity of feature as to 
suggest an identity of subject.

Who, in that case, is our man? The 
beard indicates a person who was fash
ion-conscious though not necessarily as 
much of a hellenophile as Hadrian. The 
wrinkles on the forehead can also give us 
some general information: the thought
laden expression is intended to convey the 
social importance of the subject. There 
was to be no doubt that here was a man 
who bore a heavy responsibility on his 
shoulders. This grave, often brusque ex
pression is frequently to be found in the 
many portraits of officers of the time as 
an intimation of the way in which this 
class saw itself. However, this pensive 
appearance is also regularly encountered 
among members of the upper class who 
had themselves represented in the guise of 
a Greek philosopher.

Roman society, not least in the middle 
of the Imperial period, was characterized, 
almost paradoxically, by great social mo
bility at the same time as it was pervaded 
by an unusually high degree of class con
sciousness, and this is particularly ex
pressed in the way in which its members 
had themselves portrayed. Clothing, attri
butes, facial expression, posture, etc., — 
all these factors carried a clear symbolic 
significance.

The confident acknowledgement of so
cial status in no way blurred the individu
ality of the person represented. On the 
contrary, there was an unbroken tradition 
of realistic features in private portraits 
which continued until the middle of the 
3rd century, when the realistic or, rather, 
veristic Roman portrait — both imperial 
and private — disappeared to be replaced 
by a mask. The causes of this develop
ment are many and, in part, obscure, but 
an important role was undoubtedly play
ed by structural changes in society which 
became increasingly manifest during the 
3rd century. The great culture-bearing 
middle class, which was bound up with 
the urban culture of antiquity, disap
peared, and the feudal society of the 
medieval world emerged, characterized 
by a small upper class and a lower class, 
virtually without legal rights, that com
prised the rest of the population. In com
parison with earlier periods the status of 
the upper class was given and almost 
unobtainable for others.

As the bust belonging to the silver head 
has not been preserved, it is impossible to 
determine whether the subject was repre
sented as an officer with cuirass or gen
eral’s cloak, as a Greek philosopher with 
himation over his left shoulder (as in 
fig. 11), as a citizen in a toga or heroically 
nude like the man on the Boscoreale 
phiale (fig. 7). Members of the Roman 
upper class could have themselves repre
sented in these or other roles according to 
fancy. In real life they also had a number 
of roles at their disposal. Senior officers, 
like those we meet around the Emperor 
on Trajan’s Column, were also senators 
and administrators. In addition, the indi
vidual officer might have philosophic in
terests, might wish to be represented in 
heroic nudity or as a hunter.
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It is hardly possible to get any closer 
towards an identification. The man por
trayed in Thorvaldsen s silver head was 
undoubtedly a member of the real upper 
class, in all likelihood one of the 600 
members of the Senate, although the 
members of the numerically far larger 
and economically important equestrian or
der cannot be excluded from consideration.

In large form the tondo portrait, or as 
the Romans themselves termed it, clipea
ta imago (the shield portrait), is to be 
found representing members of ruling dyn
asties, private persons or gods, executed 
in metal, stone or paint. Such tondi often 
formed part of an architectonic context, 
and in many cases they were designed to 
be hung on walls, etc.

What was originally a Greek motif10 
was taken over and developed by the 
Roman world. The great Republican 
families, that is, those that had ancestral 
portraits, placed such likenesses in the 
atrium of the house, and there is evidence 
from the latter part of the Republican 
period to show that public buildings were 
decorated with such tondi. Thus, the E l
der Pliny wrote in his Natural History 
(N. H. 35, 12 — transl. H. Rackham): uBut 
the first person to institute the custom of 
privately dedicating the shields with por
traits in a temple or public place, I find, 
was Appius Claudius, the consul, with 
Publius Servilius in the 259th year of the 
city (79 B. C .).17 He set up his ancestors in 
the Temple of Bellona and desired them to 
be in full view on an elevated spot, and 
the inscriptions stating their honours to 
be read. This is a seemly device, especially 
if miniature likenesses of a swarm of child
ren at the sides display a sort of brood of 
nestlings; shields of this description 
everybody views with pleasure and ap
proval.”

In the house of the Senate, the Curia, 
tondo portraits of emperors were hung. It 
is known that there was one of Trajan in 
silver and one of Claudius Gothicus (268- 
70) in gold. Domitian had a golden tondo 
portrait hung, but it was immediately 
taken down when he was murdered and his 
memory condemned in 96 A. D. We can 
form an impression of what these por
traits were like from the relatively numer
ous stone tondi that have been preserved 
and from murals in which they form part 
of the composition.18 Only few metal ex
amples have been preserved, and nearly 
all those executed in wood have disap
peared.

In miniature, in approximately the 
same size and shape as the Boscoreale 
phiale (fig. 7) and the dish that originally 
surrounded Thorvaldsen s silver head, 
imperial portraits were used in a military 
context. Such metal tondi with busts of 
members of the imperial family formed 
part of the decoration of the standard 
poles borne by military units as their regi
mental colours. The imperial bust also 
formed the central ornament on the so- 
called phalerae, round emblems, normal
ly about half as large, which hung on the 
horse’s breast as part of its harness. 
Phalerae were also used as a man’s per
sonal decoration or as a badge of rank. 
Such ornaments correspond more or less 
to what we should term medallions.1Q

Even in so small a format as the face of 
a coin the imperial portrait was sacred. To 
mock it or damage it was, potentially, a 
capital offence. On the other hand, its 
power was considered so great that it 
could give asylum.20 The imperial cult 
was especially connected with the army as 
it was on that body the imperial power 
was ultimately based. Each military camp 
had a shrine with effigies of gods and
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genii, where standards and emblems with 
images of the emperor were placed when 
the troops were not in combat.

When the Roman world adopted the 
tondo portrait, it was primarily connected 
with triumphs and funerals. As is appar
ent from the passage by Pliny quoted 
above, the upper class used the motif in 
particular to accentuate its own glory. We 
have already noted that Roman society 
contained, at one and the same time, both 
considerable social mobility and a 
marked class consciousness, expressed by, 
among other things, a well-defined 
iconography. Throughout the entire 
period and strikingly so under the Empire 
private art was dependent on the idioms 
of state art.21 Around the beginning of the 
imperial period the tondo motif became 
popular, especially in the sepulchral art of 
the middle class, and in many parts of the 
Roman world sepulchral reliefs were 
dominated by this portrait for several 
hundred years. When, under Hadrian, 
sarcophagi began to be fashionable in 
Rome, the motif was transferred to them 
(fig. 9). This continued throughout the 
remainder of the Empire and on into the 
Byzantine period and enjoyed, at times, 
great popularity. On a sarcophagus the 
tondo can be placed statically on the front 
of the coffin itself or on its lid, or it can be 
borne forth by victories, putti or, as on the
sarcophagus represented in the Terme

•  1 2 2  Museum in Rome, by sea centaurs.
The miniature form, as in the Bos

coreale phiale or Thorvaldsen's silver 
dish-head, was probably intended for the 
room devoted to family tradition, and in 
all probabilty our silver head had its place 
in the lararium The latter, which can best 
be compared with a domestic chapel, was 
originally located in the atrium, but dur
ing the Imperial period it could be found

in almost any of the rooms in the house. 
Statuettes of domestic gods, lares and 
genii were placed in the lararium, and if 
the house owned a statuette or miniature 
bust of the Emperor, it was usually to be 
found here as an expression of the fam
ily’s solidarity with socielv and its ruler. 
We know of a number of cases in which 
portraits of relatives or persons close to 
the houseowner — living or deceased — 
were also housed in the lararium.20

The lararium could exhibit great vari
ety of size and form. A considerable 
number are found in Pompeii,24 most of 
which are no larger than a Catholic reli
quary. Often they are formed like the 
fronts of small temples, aediculae, built 
into the wall so that they form a niche. 
Not a few are of wood; among these are 
cupboards with doors like those used for 
ancestral masks, which we happen to 
know from representations in painting or 
reliefs.2oLarger larario were often pro
vided with a series of steps, on which 
statuetts, miniature busts, phiales with 
effigies or for sacrificial purposes, etc., 
could be placed.

In practice it was, of course, possible to 
lean a phiale against the next step, but it 
could also be placed on a stand. Moulded
— that is, turned — wooden pedestals must 
have been used. No actual examples have 
been preserved, but there are representa
tions of them in other materials. From a 
burial site near Salzburg in Austria comes 
a portrait phiale (fig. 10)“° of approx
imately the same size as the Boscoreale 
phiale and of about the same age as Thor
valdsen’s silver head. The material is terra
cotta, and the form of the clay repro
duces the metal prototype down to the 
very last detail. A stand with no organic 
function is attached to the disc; it must 
reflect the wooden stand of the metal
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original. Similar wooden stands are to be 
found in sepulchral painting. A mural in a 
columbarium from the Via Portuense out
side the walls of Rome27 depicts two 
aedicula niches with portrait tondi of a 
young married couple. Beneath both cir
cular pictures the top part of the moulded 
pedestals that bore these clipeatae im
agines is suggested by the use of a dark 
brown, wood-coloured paint.

Pompeian murals exhibit numerous ex
amples of still-life arrangements, in which 
silver objects of different kinds — both 
sacred and secular — and, in some cases, 
statuettes are represented among various 
victuals.28 The articles are often placed on 
a series of steps similar to those to be 
found in the larger lararia. The restaur
ants of the towns near Vesuvius and of 
Ostia were equipped with a corresponding 
device above their counters, on which cut
lery, crockery and food could be placed.29 
The Romans were, then, familiar with 
such decorative arrangements.

Roman class consciousness was accom
panied by a pleasure in status symbols. As 
we can learn from, among others, the poet 
Martial (ca. 40-102 A. D.), even the mod
estly wealthy often visited each others’ 
homes, and if one had acquired some
thing of value, it had, of course, to be 
seen. Although the Romans also used 
tables for their domestic exhibitions, these 
steps seem to have been quite popular. In 
their function and in the meaning they 
held for their owners, they might well be 
compared with the impressive bookcases 
which are the pride of many modern 
homes, and which are by 110 means al
ways filled with books.

The placing of the little tondo portrait 
between statuettes of gods and miniature 
busts would also give associations with 
the shrines in military camps where the

standards were kept, and this would have 
been very apposite if its subject was a 
military personage as the wrinkled brow 
suggests. Such a placing in the lararium, 
and thus in a cultic context, in which the 
tondo bust corresponds to the imperial 
emblems of the standards, should only be 
seen as one among many examples in 
Roman art of iconographic borrowing. 
The religious aura that surrounded the 
imperial portrait was not transferred to 
private portraits although they were 
placed side by side. It is not so many years 
since family portraits in oval and circular 
frames side by side with crucifix were a 
common sight in Danish homes. The Ro
mans had never actually practised ances
tor worship,30 and, as with us, the portrait 
of a deceased family member was con
nected rather with common veneration or 
pride.

Although the various types of monu
ments had very different chances of survi
val, there is strong evidence that “memor
ial portraits enjoyed considerable popu
larity during the Imperial period. Very 
few portraits in precious metal have been 
preserved, and these have as a rule been 
found by chance as buried treasure, but 
that the tradition flourished is shown by 
the golden glass portrait medallions, of 
which several are known from the middle 
and later part of the Empire.31

During the Republic and during the 
major part of the Imperial period the 
portrait tondo was employed to represent, 
to an equal degree, gods, emperors and 
ordinary mortals. In late Antiquity at the 
transition to the Byzantine period, how
ever, a change took place that was prob
ably connected with the change already 
undergone by the Roman portrait as the 
representation of an individual physi
ognomy. The tondo portrait was now re
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served for the emperor, his family, a few 
highly placed administrators and — first 
and foremost — the church. The haloed 
portrait became dominant.

Not until the Renaissance did the upper 
class and the wealthy middle class return 
to the tondo portrait, which then con
tinued, via classicism, right through the 
19th century, not least in sepulchral art 
(figs. 11 and 12). And these two periods — 
19th century Europe and Imperial Rome 
in the 2nd century — exhibit not a few 
similarities.32 As a sculptor Thorvaldsen 
made a considerable contribution to the 
continuance of the motif. It was, however, 
not only in choice of motifs that Thor
valdsen kept close to Antiquity. The tech
niques he used were largely the same, and 
his great atelier in Rome was organized 
along the same lines as the great ateliers 
in Imperial Rome.33 Moreover, few sculp
tors have created such excellent “Roman 
copies of Greek originals as Thor
valdsen.34

Even though Thorvaldsen chiefly 
sought his models in Roman Antiquity,3'3 
he preferred the profile form for his tondo 
portraits (fig. 11) to the en face  form, 
which had been most commonly used in 
Ancient Rome. In this he followed his 
slightly older Roman colleague Canova, 
and hence the tondo portraits of both 
artists are reminiscent of enlarged coin 
portraits, though, of course, the latter are 
in fact tondo portraits too. Thorvaldsen s

contemporary, the Englishman Sir 
Richard Westmacott, who in 1793 arrived 
in Rome to work in Canova s atelier, pre
ferred the frontal bust as in the sepulchral 
monument for Francis Basset, Lord de 
Dunstanville (fig. 12). Here we meet a 
real Roman, clad in a Greek himation.

Above the epitaph for Johann Philipp 
Bethmann-Hollweg3<1 a bust emerges from 
a background of acanthus leaves bounded 
by a half tondo, a lunette-shaped niche, 
and returning to fig. 11, the sepulchral 
monument for the painter Andrea Ap
piani,3 we cannot fail to note its antique 
inspiration. Although, unlike, for exam
ple, the sepulchral monument for Vacca 
Berlinghieri,38 which bears a correspond
ing portrait tondo, this monument is not 
actually formed as a sarcophagus, the 
cornice is clearly derived from a sar
cophagus lid with masks at the corners as 
in fig. 9. Furthermore, the three Graces 
with the little cupid on the monument are 
closely related to the naiads and putti on 
the Roman sarcophagus. The portrait of 
the deceased, in tondo form, is centrally 
located on both monuments.

Thorvaldsen cannot have known that, 
besides being a portrait “of excellent art” , 
the little silver head that he bought for his 
collection represented one of the antique 
motifs to which he devoted so much of his 
art. Had he known, it would no doubt 
have been a source of pleasure to him.

Translated by John Kendal

Fig. 1. Silver portrait, full face. Height: 6.4 cm. C. 120 
A.D. The Thorvaldsen Museum.

Fig. 2. The silver portrait fig. 1. Rear view.
Fig. 3. The silver portrait fig. 1. Profile facing right. 
Fig. 4. The silver portrait fig. 1. Profile facing left.

Fig. 5. The silver portrait fig. 1. Three-quzrter profile 
facing right.

Fig. 6. The silver portrait fig. 1. Three-quarter profile 
facing left.

Fig. 7. Silver phiale with tondo portrait. From Bos-
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coreale near Pompeii. Diameter 24 cm. 1st century 
A.D. Louvre, Paris.

Figs. 8a-b. Sesterce of Antoninus Pius. Obv. and rev. 
Struck on the occasion of the 900th anniversary of 
the founding of Rome, A.D. 148. Bronze. The Thor
valdsen Museum.

Fig. 9. Sarcophagus with sea-creatures. Marble. 
4 8x180  cm. 3rd century A.D. The Terme Museum, 
Rome.

Fig. 10. Portrait dish. Terracotta. Height: 20,8 cm. 
2nd century A.D. Salzburger Museum Carolino 
Augusteum, Salzburg.

Fig. 11. Bertel Thorvaldsen: Monument to the painter 
Andrea Appiani (1754-1817). Marble. Height: 485 
cm. Erected in 1826. Brera, Milan.

Fig. 12. Richard Westmacott: Sepulchre for Francis 
Bassett, Lord de Dunstanville (1757-1835). Marble 
1835. Illogan Church, Cornwall.
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